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Key Message  
 

 

Policy Watch is a key instrument of RGICS's vision and strategy.  

RGICS's core vision is opening up the Indian state to peoples' voice -- in its leg-

islative, executive and judicial functions.  

Elected representatives and political parties have a central responsibility in chan-

neling peoples' voice into the functioning of the State. In turn, this requires en-

hancing the knowledge and capacity of elected representatives and political par-

ties on State policy. 

Policy Watch informs elected representatives and other political leaders about 

key policy developments nationally and globally. This will enable them to inter-

vene in policy decision making and reflect people's voice.  

Produced by a dedicated and talented team of scholars at RGICS, led by our 

young RG-RALs, Policy Watch is a unique product that presents information and 

analysis about policy for a political audience.  Policy Watch has by now covered 

over a thousand policy issues. 

 

Team RGICS 
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Gender Budgeting – Experiences and Challenges  
 

Introduction 
 

Gender Responsive Budgeting (GRB) was first introduced in 2004 with the aim of ‘mainstreaming gender’ in order 

to ensure equal benefits to both men and women. While the last decade has witnessed progress in the form of initial-

izing Gender Budget Statements and Gender Budgeting Schemes, an evaluation of GRB in terms of outcomes points 

to several challenges and shortcomings, leading to some pertinent questions. While ‘women’s empowerment’ has 

become a popular issue, and both centre and state governments have been creating women centric policies, there is a 

great deal of debate on whether this has actually translated into visible improvements in the lives of women in India. 

In this context it becomes important to understand to what extent has gender budgets achieved their stated objective 

of budgeting for gender equity.  

 

What is a Gender Budget? 
 

The premise of gender budgets was based on the understanding that annual budgets promise different gains and 

losses to different sections, and women constitute one such section. Gender budgets have been envisioned with a 

view to translate gender commitments into budgetary commitments. 

   

‘Gender budgeting exercises are set against the background of gender-based differences that are built into the social 

and economic fabric of the society. They attempt to assess how far these prevailing biases are incorporated in the 

budgetary measures and whether there are any attempts being made by the state to correct for them’ (Banerjee and 

Krishnaraj, 2004). Gender budgets also deepen democracy and lend transparency to the system by arming women 

with relevant information which can be used for demanding changes in policy as and when needed. Finally, gender 

budgets serve two other functions vital for a developing country in the present economic scenario. Firstly, it serves 

to ‘open a meaningful dialogue with policymakers to make them appreciate exactly what it is that women want and 

in what form’ (Banerjee and Krishnaraj, 2004). Secondly, in the current era of fiscal discipline, they ‘help feminist 

activists keep a check on budgetary operations to ensure that cuts and economies introduced are not unloaded un-

fairly on vulnerable groups, especially women’(Banerjee and Krishnaraj, 2004).  

 

Gender Budget, India 
 

The Planning Commission of India in the 8th Five Year Plan (1992-1997), for the first time, highlighted a gender 

perspective and the need to ensure a definite flow of funds from the general development sectors to women. The 9 th 

Plan of India (1997-2002) introduced the Women’s Component Plan to streamline gender responsive planning. It 

made mandatory to women related ministries/departments of central and state government to earmark minimum 30 

per cent of the fund/benefits for women under various schemes. The subsequent Five Year Plans gradually improved 

upon the objective, implementation mechanisms and outcomes of Gender Responsive Planning. The National Policy 

for the Empowerment of Women (2001) provided state obligation to ensure adequate fund allocation for women. 

The Ministry of Finance constituted an Expert Group on Classification System of Government Transaction in 2004 

to suggest ways to integrate Gender Responsive Budgets (GRB) in the budgetary system of India. The recommenda-

tions of the expert group institutionalized the concept of Gender Responsive Budgeting in India.  
 

Currently there are two major institutional mechanisms to operationalize gender budgeting within the Union Budget 

planning and monitoring framework. First, is the constitution of Gender Budget Cell and second, is the Gender 

Budget Statement (commonly known as Statement 20). The Ministry of Finance in 2004 mandated setting up of 

Gender Budgeting Cells (GBCs) in all Ministries and Departments of the Government of India. Since 2005-06, the 

expenditure division of the Ministry of Finance has been issuing a note on gender budgeting as a part of the budget 

circular every year. 
 

Gender Budget Cell 
 

Gender Budget Cells (GBCs) are constituted in Union Ministry and Departments with the objective of influencing 

and effecting a change in the ministry’s policies and programmes to tackle gender imbalances, promote gender 

equality and development and ensure that public resources through the ministry budget are allocated and managed 

C o v e r  S t o r y  
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accordingly. In 2007, the Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure, released a charter of Gender Budget 

Cells defining its scope and task. Gender Budget Cell comprises senior and middle level officers from the plan, pol-

icy, coordination, budget and accounts divisions of the concerned ministry headed by an officer not below the rank 

of joint secretary. GBCs functions include the following:  
 

 Gender analysis of selected programs implemented by concerned ministry.  

 Conducting/commissioning performance audit.  

 Suggesting further policy interventions.  
 

Following the Charter of gender budgeting, 2007, 56 ministries and departments of the Union Government have 

constituted Gender Budget Cells. Many gender neutral ministries such as the Ministry of Culture have also consti-

tuted GBCs.  
 

Gender Budget Statement 
 

The Gender Budget Statement (GBS) is an institutionalized accounting tool used in gender budgeting in India. It 

disaggregates budget allocation by the sex of the beneficiary. Every year, the expenditure division of the Ministry of 

Finance compiles various demands of grants under Statement 20 of the Expenditure Budget Document, Volume-I. 

The statement comprises two parts- Part A and Part B.  

 

1. Part A reflects women specific schemes, i.e. those which have 100 percent allocation for women.  

2. Part B reflects pro women schemes, i.e. those where at least 30 percent of the allocation is for women.  

 

Gender Budget Statement became a part of Union Budget document in 2005-06. The first statement highlighted gen-

der sensitivities of the budgetary allocation under 10 demands for grants. In last nine years the demands for grants 

have increased to 35. Likewise the gender budget has increased from Rs. 14,378.68 crore in 2005-06 to 97133.70 

crore in 2013-14.  

 

The following table shows the scope of gender budget, along with a percentage of the gender budget to the Total 

Budget. While the initial years saw a significant increase in the allocations under the gender budget, since 2008 the 

quantum of the budget has stagnated at 5.5%, barring the 2011-12 BE when it was 6.2%. The share of gender budget 

is yet very low to address 48 per cent of women population in India.  

 

Year No. of Ministries/  Total Magnitude of  Percentage of Gender Budget  

 Departments   Gender Budget (BE)  to Total Budget 

 (NO. of Demands) (in Rs. Crore) 

2005-06  9 ( 10)  14,378.68  2.79% 
2006-07  18 (24)  28,736.53  5.09% 
2007-08  27 (33)  31,177.96  4.5% 
2008-09  27 (33)  27,661.67  3.68% 
2009-10  28 (33)  56,857.61  5.57% 
2010 -11  28 (33)  67,749.80  6.11% 
2011-12  29 (34)  78,251.02  6.22% 
2012-13  29 (34)  88,142.80  5.91% 
2013-14  30 (35)  97,133.70  5.83% 
 

   Source: http://wcd.nic.in/ 
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Apart from Union Government, many state governments have also adopted gender budgeting in their states: 
 

 
Source: http://wcd.nic.in/ 

 

Gender Budget Scheme 
The Government of India introduced the Gender Budgeting Scheme in 2008 under the leadership of the Ministry of 

Women and Child Development to encourage capacity building and research for furthering the gender budgeting 

initiative in the country. The scheme aims to:  
 

 To initiate an integrated approach and guide the Gender Budgeting Cells setup by different central ministries 

and departments.  

 To coordinate and monitor gender budgeting exercises of GBCs and facilitate gender budgeting analysis. 

 To organize workshops to facilitate capacity building and training for various stakeholders including officials of 

Central and State / Governments, PSUs, corporate sector, PRIs and NGOs, etc.  

 To provide assistance to develop training modules/packages, training material and information booklets and 

manuals for gender budgeting for all stakeholders. 

 To provide assistance to support research studies, surveys, etc. to research institutes, NGOs, etc. for gender 

budgeting.   

 

During the Eleventh five year plan period, Gender Budget Schemes focused on advocacy and capacity development 

of stakeholders to mainstream the idea of gender budgeting.  
 

Gender Budgeting in India-A Critique  
The Ministry of Women and Child Development states that “gender budgeting is a powerful tool for achieving gen-

der mainstreaming so as to ensure that benefits of development reach women as much as men” (MoWCD, GoI).  
 

Anjali Goyal provides the roadmap followed by the government to achieve gender mainstreaming by examining 

gender budgeting as a “tool” for women’s empowerment. In so doing, she analyses the 10th Plan document which 

lists the constituents of “Women’s Empowerment”. These are defined in the quotation below: 
 

 Social Empowerment – to create an enabling environment through various affirmative developmental policies 

and programmes for development of women besides providing them easy and equal access to all the basic mini-

mum services so as to enable them to realize their full potentials. 

State Year of Adoption 

Rajasthan 2005-06 

Gujarat 2006 

Madhya Pradesh - 

Karnataka 2006-07 

Orissa - 

Kerala 2008 

Assam - 

Bihar 2008-09 

Chhattisgarh 2007-08 

Tripura 2005-06 

Nagaland 2009 

Uttar Pradesh 2005-06 

Uttarakhand 2007-08 

Maharashtra 2011-12 

C o v e r  S t o r y  
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 Economic Empowerment – to ensure provision of training, employment and income-generation activities with 

both ‘forward’ and ‘backward’ linkages with the ultimate objective of making all potential women economically 

independent and self-reliant 

 Gender Justice – to eliminate all forms of gender discrimination and thus, allow women to enjoy not only the 

de jure but also the de facto rights and fundamental freedoms on par with men in all spheres, viz. political, eco-

nomic, social, civil, cultural, etc. 

 

It has been a decade since India adopted GRB as a tool for achieving the stated objectives of ‘Social Empowerment, 

Economic Empowerment and Gender Justice’. However, GRB in India suffers from severe limitations which need 

to be examined in order to understand its effectiveness.  

 

To begin with, one limitation of GRB is found in its very outlook. The policy looks at women as ‘beneficiaries’ and 

not ‘stakeholders’. As pointed out by Goyal, this perspective limits gender responsive budgeting to a mere allocation 

of resources within the social and economic spheres. She asserts that ‘sectors like Education, Health, Nutrition, Em-

ployment etc. are no doubt critical in the empowering paradigm, but it is necessary that we look beyond. Women 

must be recognized as equal players in the economy whether they participate directly as workers or indirectly as 

members of the care economy’.  

 

Yamini Mishra and Navanita Sinha point out some other limitations of GRB in India. The current format of gender 

budget statements (GBS) does not provide a situation analysis of gender gaps which will be addressed by the outlay 

that has been earmarked in the budgets. Mishra and Sinha give the example of Combodia, where line ministries 

work through a Gender Mainstreaming Action Programme (GMAP), which identifies key gender gaps and then de-

lineates priority action points to address them. “Although there are gaps in the capacities of these GMAGs,what 

needs to be underscored here is that the starting point for the ministries is preparing the GMAP and then implement-

ing it. GRB comes in later as a tool to ensure that there is adequate funding to address the gender gaps” (Mishra and 

Sinha, 2012). 

 

In the absence of knowledge of where the gender gap lies, GBS acts as a purely quantitative instrument which only 

ascertains ‘how much’ the government spends on women, without answering why or how. The ‘how’ of the GBS is 

very important, particularly because the division of the GBS into Part A and Part B.   As Mishra and Sinha point out, 

schemes such as the Indira Awas Yojana continues to figure in part A, despite the fact that all of its allocations do 

not benefit women. In 2008-09, for instance, of the 20.94 lakh houses constructed, only 17.16 lakh houses were al-

lotted to women. Similarly, schemes reflected in Part B, do not reflect the actual flow to women. “For example, 

most schemes of the Ministry of Minority Affairs, Ministry of Earth Sciences and Ministry of Labour and Employ-

ment report 100%of their allocations in part B, whereas they are clearly not meant exclusively for women”. Another 

limitation is that while the allocated amount is listed under GBS, the beneficiaries are in fact, not women. “This is 

perhaps best illustrated by the fact that the largest proportion of the Ministry of Women and Child Development 

budget (approximately 80% of the total outlay in Union Budget 2011-12 BE) is meant for the Integrated Child De-

velopment Services (ICDS), a child-focused programme” (Mishra and Sinha, 2012). This example demonstrates that 

the allocations made under GBS do not lead to gender mainstreaming, nor do they address gender gaps in any sig-

nificant way.  

 

Hence, the format of GBS needs to undergo a change and shift from a purely quantitative method to an appropriate 

mix of quantitative and qualitative. Several good alternatives exist in India’s neighborhood, such as the models 

adopted in Nepal, Pakistan and Indonesia. The format in Indonesia, for example includes amongst other features- a 

situation analysis, objective to be achieved, an action plan and the impact in terms of output.  

 

 

 

Prepared by- 

Mr. Jeet Singh & Ms. Divashri Mathur 
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Source: Economic and Political Weekly, Vol XLVII NO 17, pg. 54 
 

Jhamb, Mishra and Sinha also analyse the performance of GRB in India by examining the Union Budget 2013-14. 

Their analysis reveals that the financial resources committed in the Union Budget are grossly inadequate for imple-

menting the interventions (both existing and new) meant for the promotion of gender equality and women’s empow-

erment. 
 

“While there has definitely been an increase in the GBS in absolute terms, i e, from Rs 88,143 crore (2012-13) to Rs 

97,134 crore (2013-14); the magnitude of the GBS has declined as a percentage of the total expenditure of the Union 

Budget from 5.9% (2012-13 Budget Estimate – BE) to 5.8% (2013-14 BE)” (Jhamb, Mishra and Sinha, 2013). 

 

Besides, merely focusing on the percentage of the gender budget is inadequate as it does not take into account ad-

justments for inflation, which then represents a distorted picture. The fact that, on the one hand,  recent years have 

witnessed a much higher rate of inflation and on the other, the percentage allocated for gender budgets is decreasing, 

also does not bode well. 
 

Finally, while India has in place GBCs, they haven’t fulfilled their mandated functions. GBS suffer from lack of 

review and monitoring, coverage of women beneficiaries is weak, there is no space for recommending specific 

changes in existing schemes, unviable schemes continue to get funds allocated to them irrespective of no proven 

benefit to women and financial outlays continue to be guided by the Centre, rendering local governance ineffective 

and powerless in face of ground realities.  
 

Conclusion 
 

Women, constitute 48 per cent of India’s population, but they lag behind men on many social indicators like health, 

education, economic opportunities etc (MoWCD). Institutionalizing gender budgeting is one of the concrete meas-

ures taken by the Indian government to fulfill its responsibility of providing a level playing field for women in all 

sectors of development. The gradual increase in budgetary demands and total share of gender budget in the last nine 

years reflects the nation’s commitment. However, while GRB has served as a first step in initiating thinking about 

the impact of financial allocations on the lives of women, the gaps need to be addressed  to ensure effective imple-

mentation. 
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India to issue e-Visa to tourists from 180 countries 
(DD News, April 08, 2014) 

  

In a major step aimed at boosting tourism, government has already decided in principle to give the Electronic Travel 

Authorisation (ETA) to travellers from 180 countries starting this October. Travelling to India will be made easy 

once the electronic travel authorisation to visit the country becomes operational, Tourism Secretary Parvez Dewan 

said. 

  

During the past year, India had considerably relaxed its visa regime and expanded the Visa-on-Arrival (VoA) 

scheme. Currently VoA scheme is available for 11 countries including Japan, Vietnam, New Zealand, Philippines 

and Singapore. 

  

The extension of VoA and electronic travel authorisation to citizens of 180 countries will be implemented initially at 

nine airports including Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Cochin, Hyderabad, Goa and Trivandrum. This service 

will be not available for the citizens of eight priore reference countries, which includes Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, 

Iraq, Somalia, Sudan, Nigeria and Sri Lanka. 

  

Dewan said a dedicated helpline for inbound tourists will be launched in a year. "Tourism Infoline in 12 languages 

will become operational in about a year," he said. In order to provide information regarding tourist-related facilities 

and services available in the country, Infoline, a dedicated call centre, will be made operational by the Tourism Min-

istry. The Infoline would provide all required information and assistance to inbound and domestic tourists before 

they undertake the tour as well as after their arrival at their destination. 

  

http://www.ddinews.gov.in/Home%20-%20Other%20Stories/Pages/tourism.aspx 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Jeet Singh) 

 

Gujarat one of the most water-starved states in India: UN 

report 
(Chetan Chauhan, Hindustan Times, April 08, 2014) 

 

The UN World Water Development Report 2014 has revealed that Gujarat is one of the most water-starved states in 

India. Unsustainable use of water for agriculture is the prime reason for the groundwater level falling in most parts 

of Gujarat. In the state of Gujarat, free groundwater and subsidised electricity to pump it contributed to severe 

groundwater overdraft, near bankruptcy of the State Electricity Board, and poor power supply to farmers and other 

rural residents. 

 

“A 2012 report of the Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) also said more than half of the bore-wells in Gujarat 

had recorded a dip in the water level. Out of this, 28% wells have shown a fall in 0-2m range. About 12% of the 

wells have shown fall in 2-4m range and about 18% wells have shown fall in water level in more than 4m.” The UN 

report highlighted that providing subsidy in power to farmers was a reason for overdrawal of water from groundwa-

ter sources, sometimes to an unsustainable level. 

 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/gujarat-one-of-the-most-water-starved-states-in-india-un-report/article1

-1205787.aspx 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Simi Sunny) 
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UN panel warns India of severe food, water shortage 
(Chetan Chauhan, Hindustan Times, April 1, 2014) 

 

“The UN panel on climate change has warned that famine, water shortage and increased regional tension could 

plague south Asia, especially India, if corrective steps weren’t taken soon to curb greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

Warning that rising temperatures could induce a major drop in production of wheat crop, a staple in India and China, 

the report said food security may be a big problem in the region post 2030. Shrinking Himalayan glaciers are also a 

worry and could lead to water shortage in the area, said the report. 

 

Rising mercury may also shift the food bowls of the world north. In India, Ladakh may become an agriculture state.  

But Indian scientists aren’t so pessimistic. They said the country might at most lose 5.8% of wheat production post 

2030 in the warmer regions and that the depletion of Himalayan glaciers was not abnormally high. 

 

Pushing world leaders to take action, the report said that if immediate steps weren’t taken to curb emissions, world 

temperatures would rise by 4°C by turn of the century and result in erratic climate patterns and food disasters. 

Poorer nations might see their GDP drop by 2% and competition over water may even cause war.” 

 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/un-climate-panel-warns-india-of-severe-food-water-shortage/article1-

1202760.aspx 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Karishma Mutreja) 

 

India ranks 102 out of 132 nations on social development in-

dex 
(First Post, April 4, 2014) 

  

India ranked “terribly low”, standing at 102 out of 132 nations, in the social development index, compiled by the 

Social Progress Imperative, a non-profit organisation. The rankings show that “economic growth does not automati-

cally lead to social progress” and nations, including India, need a strategy which pushes more strongly for social 

development. In sync with the findings of the report, a 2014 survey covering 28 countries conducted by Deloitte 

found that the majority of the people prioritised education, health care, employment and protection from crime 

above improving their financial situation. 

  

The index takes into account fifty indicators of social importance, including health, sanitation, shelter, personal 

safety, access to information, sustainability, tolerance and inclusion and access to education. The SPI asks questions 

such as whether a country can satisfy its people's basic needs and whether it has the infrastructure and capacity to 

allow its citizens to improve the quality of their lives and reach their full potential.  The Top 10 nations were New 

Zeeland, Switzerland, Iceland, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Canada, Finland, Denmark and Australia. Some of 

the world's largest economies did not fare so well, with Germany in 12th place, the United Kingdom in 13th, Japan 

14th, the United States 16th and France 20th. The United States also ranked poorly on health and wellness - despite 

being a top spender on healthcare, with just 92 percent of children in school. China ranked 90th, implying that rapid 

economic growth has not been converted into better lives for their citizens. Chad ranked last, below Central African 

Republic, Burundi, Guinea, Sudan, Angola, Niger, Yemen, Pakistan and Nigeria. According to a Harvard Business 

School professor, “even though economic growth and social progress are correlated, especially for poorer countries, 

the connection is far from automatic.” 

H e a d l i n e s  
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http://www.firstpost.com/world/india-ranks-102-out-of-132-nations-on-social-development-index-1465535.html?

utm_source=fpstory_cat 

Date Accessed: 10.04.2014 

(Mahima Malik) 

 

As ratifications lag, UN experts renew call for States to sign 

treaty on migrant workers’ rights 
(UN News Centre, April 07, 2014) 

 

 
 

The expert members of the United Nations panel dealing with the rights of migrant workers and their families re-

newed their appeal to all countries to sign the international treaty on the rights of those workers, which went into 

effect almost 11 years ago. 

 

“Forty-seven countries have ratified the treaty but that number is far too low given the abuse and exploitation that 

migrant workers continue to suffer,” said Francisco Carrion Mena, Chairperson of the UN Committee on the Rights 

of Migrant Workers and their Families (CMW), adding that it is especially low considering “the contribution mi-

grant workers make to both their home and host countries.”  

 

The experts regretted that, to this day, “no major developed countries that are destinations for migrant workers, in-

cluding the United States, European Union member States and Gulf countries, have ratified it, even though it re-

flects rights set out in the other core human rights treaties.”  

 

India too is among the countries that have not ratified the convention yet. Delivering the second United Nations 

Public Lecture on March 01, 2014, Dr. Jayati Ghosh, Professor of Economics, Jawaharlal Nehru University had 

called on India to ratify the ILO Domestic Workers Convention No. 189 that guarantees the fundamental rights of 

domestic workers to decent and secure work. 

 

The Committee estimates that more than 200 million people worldwide are international migrants, 30 million of 

whom are estimated to be irregular migrants. According to the UN International Labour Organization (ILO), almost 

21 million people are trapped in forced labour. 

 

“The Convention is the best strategy to prevent abuses and to address the vulnerability that migrant workers face. 

That’s why we urge all States to consider signing and ratifying the [treaty] Convention,” Mr Carrion Mena said. 

 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp/story.asp?NewsID=47521&Cr=migrants&Cr1=#.U0ttAvmSy2V 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Amrutha Jose Pampackal) 
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Reserve bank revises FDI valuation norms 
(Business Standard, April 2, 2014) 

  
The Reserve Bank of India has revised the foreign direct investment (FDI) valuation norms, suggesting that it will 

now be on the basis of market prices. RBI follows the discounted cash flow (DCF) method of valuation for unlisted 

companies and valuation in terms of the Securities and Exchange Board of India Regulations for listed ones. 

  

"It has been decided to withdraw all the existing guidelines relating to valuation in case of any acquisition/sale of 

shares…such transactions will henceforth be based on acceptable market practices. Operating guidelines will be 

notified separately," said the RBI monetary policy document. 

  

The DCF methodology was faulted on account of its failure to properly value transactions, including investments, in 

early stage companies. As per the market watchers, views, investors look at factors other than cash flow in deciding 

investment; including the quality of management and nature of the business. 

  

http://www.business-standard.com/article/finance/reserve-bank-revises-fdi-valuation-norms-114040200053_1.html 

Date Accessed: 2.4.2014 

(Shruti Issar) 

 

High growth in rural consumption of durables: Study 
(The Statesman, April 09, 2014) 

  

According to a study by ASSOCHAM, with increasing purchasing power and aspiration for a better life in the vil-

lages, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat have registered a phenomenal growth 

in "rural" consumption of consumer durable goods, and surprisingly the overall trend in rural areas during 2007-08 

to 2011-12 was higher than the cities.   

 

The top five states, which registered phenomenal growth rate of durable goods rural consumption expenditure, were 

Karnataka (59.5 per cent), Andhra Pradesh (44.3 per cent), Rajasthan (40.7 per cent), Kerala (40.4 per cent) and 

Gujarat (37.0 per cent) during the period.  As per CSO data, most of the states witnessed a double-digit growth in 

consumer durables goods expenditure and much higher than all India during the period between 2007-08 and 2011-

12.   

 

The other states, which have recorded robust growth rate of rural consumption expenditure on consumer durable 

goods, were Tamil Nadu (33.3 per cent), Madhya Pradesh (27.2 per cent), Maharashtra (25.2 per cent), Bihar (25.0 

per cent), Haryana (23.9 per cent) and Punjab (22.7 per cent), revealed the study.  The all-India rural consumption 

expenditure on consumer durable goods grew at a compound annual growth rate of 16.5 per cent during 2007-08 to 

2011-12 whereas urban consumption expenditure on this head increased by 15.6 per cent per annum.   

 

 The states, which have registered lower than all India rural consumption expenditure growth, were West Bengal 

(15.7 per cent), Uttar Pradesh (14.6 per cent), Assam (13.3 per cent) and Odisha (1.4 per cent). 

  

http://www.thestatesman.net/news/48421-high-growth-in-rural-consumption-of-durables-study.html 

Date Accessed: 09.04.2014 

(Jeet Singh) 

 

RBI panel recommends benchmark for floating interest rate  
(The Economic Times, April 10, 2014) 

 

“A Reserve Bank panel today suggested a benchmark floating interest rate, especially for home loans, to bring 

greater transparency in the pricing of credit.  
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“The Indian Banks Association (IBA) may develop a new benchmark for floating interest rate products, namely, the 

Indian Banks Base Rate (IBBR), which may be collated and published by IBA on a periodic basis," according to the 

draft report of the Working Group on Pricing of Credit.  

 

The panel headed by former RBI Deputy Governor Anand Sinha said to begin with, IBBR may be used for home 

loans.  The working group was set up to examine issues related to discrimination in the pricing of credit and 

recommend measures for transparent and appropriate pricing of credit under a floating rate regime.  

 

The floating rate loan covenant may have interest rate reset periodicity and the resets may be done on those dates 

only, irrespective of changes made to the base rate or minimum lending rate within the reset period, it said.  

 

For retail loans, it said customers should have "with exit" and "sans exit" options at the time of entering the contract. 

The exit option can be priced differentially but reasonably, it said, adding that it should be easily exercisable by the 

customer with minimum notice period and without impediments.  

 

These recommendations are aimed at bringing greater transparency and enabling comparability across banks, it said. 

This will also enable informed decision-making by customers and improved asset-liability management at banks, it 

added.  

 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/33568562.cms?

utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Karishma Mutreja) 

 

Grant of NDMA to India by Pak will boost bilateral trade: 

Fieo 
(Exim News Service, April 6, 2014) 

 

As per the apex exporters’ body Federation of Indian Export Organisations (Fieo), Indo-Pak trade and economic ties 

could get a boost if the Pakistan grants non-discriminatory market access (NDMA) to India.  

 

Pakistan has reportedly postponed the grant of NDMA to India due to lack of consensus among stakeholders. 

 

"Grant of NDMA to India will allow trading of more goods. Businessmen of both the countries are willing to 

increase trade. The move will boost exports from both the sides," said Mr M. Rafeeque Ahmed, President of Fieo. 

He even said that both governments should work towards opening more points of trade through the land route. 

 

http://www.eximin.net/NewsDetails.aspx?name=75340 

Date Accessed: 11.4.2014 

(Shruti Issar) 
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GOVERNANCE  
 

India to play major role in forming internet governance 

principles 
(Express News Service, April 10, 2014) 

 

India, along with 11 other countries, has been selected to formulate internet governance principles and roadmap for 

the future evolution of its ecosystem. 

 

The draft agreement submitted to the high-level multi-stakeholders committee (HLMC) reveals that focus would be 

on formulating principles for internet surveillance and international cyber weapons treaty. Besides India, South 

Africa, South Korea, Argentina, Brazil, France, Ghana, Germany, Indonesia, Tunisia, Turkey and the US are 

ministerial representatives of the HLMC. 

 

The draft document, inviting comments from stakeholders points out the need for discussion on framework for 

jurisdiction, law enforcement assistance to promote cyber security and prevention of cybercrime in a multi-

stakeholder manner. The document also states that arbitrary snooping undermines trust in the internet and 

governance ecosystem. 

 

The new regime also proposes to remove the US hegemony over the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 

Numbers (ICANN) by September 2015. ICANN, based in Los Angeles, is responsible for issuing domain names and 

internet protocol addresses. The draft agreement suggests globalisation of ICANN, to bring accountability 

mechanism that satisfies stakeholders’ requirements.   

 

http://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/India-to-Play-Major-Role-in-Forming-Internet-Governance-

Principles/2014/04/10/article2159664.ece#.U0j8MPmSwdt 

Date Accessed: 12.04.2014 

(Deepti Somani) 

 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

World Bank calls for focus on India for poverty eradication 
(Manorama Online, April 10, 2014) 
With close to one-third of the world's extreme poor concentrated in India, authorities would need to focus on India 

for executing measures aimed at poverty alleviation. 

The top five poorest countries - India (with 33 percent of the world's poor), China (13 percent), Nigeria (7 percent), 

Bangladesh (6 percent) and the Democratic Republic of Congo (5 percent) - together are home to nearly 760 million 

of the world’s poor. Adding another five countries -- Indonesia, Pakistan, Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Kenya -- would 

encompass almost 80 percent of the extreme poor. 

 

According to the World Bank paper "Prosperity for All", tackling poverty requires understanding where the greatest 

number of poor live, while at the same time also concentrating on where hardship is most pervasive. This entails 

concerted efforts in countries where large numbers of the world's 1.2 billion poor live. While economic growth 

remains vital for reducing poverty, growth has its limits; the paper said suggesting that countries need to 

complement efforts to enhance growth with policies that allocate more resources to the extreme poor. 

 

"These resources can be distributed through the growth process itself, by promoting more inclusive growth, or 

through government programmes, such as conditional and direct cash transfers," it said. 

 

Citing the example of India, the report notes that in recent years, new Information Communications Technologies 

(ICT) applications have created opportunities to re-engineer and upgrade traditional systems and to empower   

G O V E R N A N C E  A N D  D E V E L O P M E N T  
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beneficiaries. The paper however, concedes that the benefits are not automatic and understanding of its impact is yet 

incomplete.   

 

http://english.manoramaonline.com/cgi-bin/MMOnline.dll/portal/ep/contentView.do?

contentId=16590195&tabId=1&programId=11565538 

Date Accessed: 12.04.2014 

(Deepti Somani) 

 

EDUCATION 
 

Right to education: more needs to be done 
(Kavita Chowdhary, Business Standard, April 5, 2014) 
 

Right to Education (RTE), the landmark law enacted to deliver free compulsory education to all children between 

the ages of 6 and 14 has turned four. However, till date, no state has met the basic RTE norms of trained teachers, 

infrastructure requirements or pupil-teacher ratio. The deadline lapsed in March 2013 and eight million children are 

still out of school. The present crisis presents an ideal opportunity for the political representatives to act upon the 

situation and prove that the State is committed to ensure that every child has his or her right (as an entitlement) to 

get a quality elementary education. 

 

Industry experts claim that implementation of RTE Act has remained grossly underfunded. Compared with the 

Twelfth Plan's estimates, budgetary allocations for the Sarva Siksha ABhiyan,  the vehicle for implementing the 

RTE, for 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 saw shortfalls of Rs 12,990 crore, Rs 11,287 crore and Rs 10,910 crore, 

respectively. An education cess was introduced to supplement government funding but in reality the UPA has left 

the cess to bankroll the RTE. Over the years, the cess' share of total SSA funding has increased. It was 48 per cent in 

2010 and is expected to rise to 66.4 per cent in 2014-15. 

 

While student enrolment has improved, the quality of education leaves much to be desired. A study, conducted by 

the RTE Forum, an umbrella organisation of civil society groups, shows 63 per cent of children in Class III could 

recognise words and only 21 per cent could read a paragraph. In mathematics, it found 26 per cent children in Class 

III able to subtract and only 7.4 per cent able to divide. 

 

State governments, which must implement the RTE, have been lax on their part too. “Irrespective of the party in 

power, no state has fully implemented the RTE. This is the case from Gujarat, with a 14.4 per cent compliance rate 

even in Ahmedabad, to Mizoram with zero per cent compliance in Serchhip district,'' says Ambarish Rai, convener 

of the RTE group. 

 

According to the RTE Act, the deadline for having trained teachers in place is 2015. There are still 660,000 un-

trained teachers nationwide and 500,000 posts are vacant. One in nine schools has a single teacher, in violation of 

the Act. Only one in 12 schools comply with all the RTE norms. The RTE Forum says basic requirements like class-

rooms, toilets, drinking water and boundary walls are very often not in place. 

 

There are still eight per cent habitations that do not have a school within three km, seven per cent children in slums 

do not have a school within one km and 12 per cent of schools do not have all-weather roads leading to them. The 

right to education is illusory for millions of children from tribal and minority communities and in conflict zones. All 

states do not have the commissions for protection of child rights needed to monitor the implementation of the Act. 

 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/right-to-education-more-needs-to-be-done-

114040500105_1.html 

Date Accessed: 12.04.2014 

(Deepti Somani) 
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HEALTH 
Health expense is a major burden on rural citizenry 
(Im4change) 

  

The latest National Sample Survey Report (68th Round) – Level and Pattern of Consumer Expenditure 2011-12 – 

reveals that, “the share of total expenditure on medical and healthcare is comparatively higher for an average rural 

citizen than his/her urban counterpart.” 

  

“The Twelfth Five Year Plan document has noted that lack of extensive and adequately funded public health 

services compel most people to incur heavy out-of-pocket expenditures on services purchased from the private 

sector. A large fraction of the out-of-pocket expenditure arises from outpatient care and purchase of medicines, 

which are mostly not covered by the existing insurance schemes, thus, leading to impoverishment.” 

  

The article notes that the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) “helped in reducing the share of out-of-pocket 

expenditure in total health expenditure from 72% in 2004 to 60% in 2011...despite the promise of Universal Health 

Coverage, in real terms the allocation to health sector has actually been reduced in the first two years of Twelfth 

Five Year Plan. However, higher health financing cannot ensure an efficient Universal Health Coverage if one takes 

into account the case of United States.” 

  

http://www.im4change.org/news-alerts/health-expense-is-a-major-burden-on-rural-citizenry-24650.html 

Date Accessed: 01.04.2014 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

TRANSPORT 
 

Car recalls become a routine, but no recall policy yet 
(Yuga Chaudhari, Daily News Analysis, April 12, 2014) 
 

In the wake of many carmakers recalling units of its popular models, the situation gives the political representatives 

an opportunity to push for the formulation of a mandatory recall policy in the automotive industry. 

 

Recalls are increasingly becoming a routine within the automotive industry. The industry reported a number of 

recalls in the past two years ever since the adoption of Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers' (SIAM) 

Voluntary Recall Code adopted in July 2012. The Voluntary Code addresses the potential issues that exist in a motor 

vehicle that do not meet the safety requirement due to manufacturing defect and the remedial actions taken in this 

regard. 

 

After having discussed about having a mandatory recall policy in place for more than year, the government is yet to 

make a formal announcement. The move is expected to put India in line with standards set by other major auto 

markets like the US, China and Japan. According to industry experts, the new recall policy is expected in this fiscal. 

 

Even though Indian carmakers are becoming proactive in announcing recalls, a segment of industry experts feel that 

the auto recalls on voluntary basis in India by leading car makers are rooted into their mandatory compulsion of auto 

recall in the country of their origin where from the recall sequence on every occasion leads to its impact on India. 

The mandatory recall policy, once implemented, is likely to levy a penalty on manufacturers or ask them to stop 

production. 

 

http://www.dnaindia.com/money/report-car-recalls-become-a-routine-but-no-recall-policy-yet-1977504 

Date Accessed: 12.04.2014 

(Deepti Somani) 
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ENERGY 
 

Investments in renewable energy decline globally 
(Ankur Paliwal, Down to Earth, April 09, 2014) 

 

According to a recently released report titled Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment in 2014, investment in 

renewable energy sector is on the decline globally. Total investment in renewable power, excluding large hydro-

electric projects, fell to $214 billion globally in 2013. This was 14 per cent lower than 2012 and 23 per cent lower 

than in 2011. 

 

Policy uncertainty in many countries and sharp fall in solar equipment prices are said to be the main reasons for the 

decline in the investments. Lack of financing was one of the major hurdles behind drop in investments in India. 

 

“China took over from Europe as the largest investing region, and polled a maximum of US $56.3 billion in renew-

able energy in 2013, even though this investment was lower than what was invested the previous year. In India, in-

vestment declined to US $ 6 billion, which was 15 per cent lower than in 2012. Similarly, investments also fell in 

most other countries. Japan, however, bucked the trend; renewable energy development there soared 80 per cent to 

$29 billion last year.” 

 

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/renewable-energy-investments-decline-globally 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Simi Sunny) 

 

UN launches decade-long initiative to promote sustainable 

energy for all 
(UN News Centre, April 09, 2014) 

 

 
The United Nations launched on 9 April, 2014 the Decade of Sustainable Energy for All (2014-2024), an initiative 

aimed at promoting renewable energy and energy efficiency worldwide, with a forum to take place annually, starting 

this coming June. 

 

The initiative, announced in New York at the Bloomberg New Energy Finance Summit, has three main objectives: 

ensuring universal access to modern energy services, doubling the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency 

and sharing renewable energy globally. 

 

The UN will convene the first annual Sustainable Energy for All Forum on 4-6 June at its New York Headquarters, 

working with the World Bank and other key partners. The Forum will gather leaders from Government, the private 

sector, civil society and international organizations to assess progress on sustainable energy, showcase innovation,  
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present new commitments and spur further action. 

 

Currently, one out of five people lives without access to electricity. Nearly 40 per cent of the world’s population rely 

on wood, coal, charcoal or animal waste to cook food, leading to nearly two million deaths a year – mostly women 

and children – from lung disease caused by toxic smoke in their homes. The initiative stresses that finding ways to 

address this energy poverty while also reducing greenhouse gas emissions and tackling climate change is a crucial 

global challenge. 

 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=47537#.U0ts-vmSy2V 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Amrutha Jose Pampackal) 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

Climate warming may hit India's food securiy system: report 
(PTI, March 31, 2014) 

  

According to a report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) climate warming may hit India's 

food security system and warns that the impact could be "more severe" on the country' rice and maize production. It 

also states that the countries fisheries could also be negatively affected by climate change. 

  

The report titled "Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability" notes that “In India, changes in a 

number of climate variables including an increase in air temperature, regional monsoon variation and a regional in-

crease in incidence of severe storms have led to changes in species composition in the river Ganga and have reduced 

the availability of fish spawn for aquaculture in the river Ganga...." 

 

The article notes that “on livestock, the report says that climate change can impact the amount and quality of pro-

duce, profitability and reliability of production of the dairy, meat and wool systems primarily relying on fodders, 

grasslands and rangelands.” 

  

"Disease incidence among livestock is expected to be exacerbated by climate change," adds the report. 

http://www.im4change.org/latest-news-updates/climate-warming-may-hit-india039s-food-securiy-system-report-

24656.html 

Date Accessed: 03.04.2014 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

 WILDLIFE 

 

Dehorning not the solution to rhino poaching 
(Sushanta Talukdar, The Hindu, March 15, 2014) 

 

In the light of increased rhinoceros poaching incidents, the Assam government recently constituted an expert com-

mittee to explore the possibility of “dehorning” as a measure to curb poaching. However, Aaranyak, a society for 

biodiversity conservation, has urged the Assam government not to take dehorning of rhinos as it would deflect the 

problem. The organisation also urged political parties and candidates for the Lok Sabha polls to make their stand 

clear on wildlife and forest conservation in Assam. 

  

Poachers killed and dehorned 41 rhinos in 2013 and 21 in 2012, and have dehorned eight since 2014. Dehorning as a 

strategy to prevent poaching was first used by African countries to prevent rhinoceros from poaching.  The organisa-

tion instead calls for translocation of sub-adult rhinos with limited horn growth. It also suggested intelligence gath-

ering and combat training for forest guards and range officers manning Kaziranga and other rhino-bearing national 
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parks and wildlife sanctuaries. It also called for the setting up of fast track court to ensure that arrested poachers 

were brought to justice through speedy trial. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/dehorning-not-the-solution-to-rhino-poaching/

article5785797.ece 

Date Accessed: 08.04.2014 

(Mahima Malik) 
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GENDER 
 

Handbook for rape survivors 
(The Times of India, April 1, 2014) 

  

Chief Justice of India P Sathasivam, has released two handbooks for survivors of sexual violence discussing issues – 

what constitutes rape? What happens during medical exam? Is the two finger test legal? What should an FIR on sex-

ual assault contain? Can you afford to delay it? Can you ask for medical assistance but refuse to file a case?—that 

relate to the legal system. 

  

“The guides – Locating the Survivors in the Criminal Justice System: Decoding the Law and Engaging the Criminal 

Justice System: A Guide to Survivors of Violence – have been put together by the Lawyers Collective Women's 

Rights Initiative. The CJI has asked all high courts, subordinate courts, Legal Services Authority and the Judicial 

Commission to translate the two publications in regional languages and ensure their distribution.” 

  

Indira Jaising, Additional Solicitor General and the director of the initiative, noted that that having laws against sex-

ual violence is not enough; an entire ecosystem too needs to be created in support, the responsibility of which lies 

with the judiciary. "This will ensure that people come forward and use the law," she said. 

  

Justice Sathasivam noted that entire system; the police - legal fraternity; needs to rally around the survivor while 

pointing out that that “rape victims often choose to turn to their family for counsel before filing a case and this delay 

in filing an FIR should not be held against them.” 

  

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Handbook-for-rape-survivors/articleshow/33044634.cms 

Date Accessed: 01.04.2014 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

CHILDREN 
UK plans new law against child cruelty 
(The Hindu, April 1, 2014) 

  

Britain is moving towards making emotional cruelty towards children “a crime punishable by up to 10 years in 

prison as part of a new so-called ‘Cinderella Law’.” 

  

The law comes in response to a campaign for a “Cinderella Law” by the charity Action for Children, whose chief 

executive, Sir Tony Hawkhead, noted that “This is a monumental step forward for thousands of children who we 

know suffer from emotional abuse... I’ve met children who have been scapegoated in their families, constantly hu-

miliated and made to feel unloved. The impact is devastating and can lead to life-long mental health problems and, 

in some cases, suicide.” 

  

Currently in the UK, the criminal definition of child neglect, which affects as many as 1in 10 children, covers only 

physical harm. The child neglect legislation has not been reviewed for 80 years and is still based on the 1868 Poor 

Law (Amendment) Act. 

  

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/uk-plans-new-law-against-child-cruelty/article5857033.ece 

Date Accessed: 01.04.2014 

(Ashwin Varghese) 
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SOCIAL JUSTICE 
 

Dalit-adivasi agenda for inclusion of SC, ST rights in election mani-

festos 
(M Suchitra, Down to Earth, March 31, 2014) 

  

A Hyderabad-based non-profit ,Centre for Dalit Studies (CDS) and SC/ST, has drafted a manifesto containing de-

mands from 22 different sectors such as SC/ST sub-plan funds, education, health, housing and employment, in view 

of the upcoming Lok Sabha and state assembly elections and circulated it among all political parties. 

  

The document - "Dalit and adivasi agenda" - points out that rules and regulations to implement the Andhra Pradesh 

Scheduled Castes Sub-Plan and Tribal Sub-Plan (Planning, Allocation and Utilisation of Financial Resources) Act 

of 2012 are yet to be formed. 

  

“As per the legislation, the state government should allocate funds in its annual budget as per the population of the 

SCs and STs (16.23 per cent funds in the budget for SCs and 6.6 per cent for STs), and ensure that the funds are 

spent exclusively for the development of SC/STs.” Director of CDS, M Anjaneyulu points out that even though “the 

funds were allocated in the 2013-14 budget; much of it remains unspent in the absence of rules and regulations." 

  

For effective implementation, the agenda demands that civil society group representatives should be appointed in 

the nodal agencies and in the State Council for Development of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The agenda 

also states that that dalit and adivasi communities must be provided free and compulsory education till the Post-

graduate level, along with “strengthening of primary health centres, formulation of new land reform policies, giving 

license for cultivation and loan facilities for tenant farmers, construction of houses for all houseless dalits and adva-

sis within a stipulated time period, revitalising the SC/ST Finance  Corporation, setting up of special courts to expe-

dite trials involving atrocities against dalits and adivasis and implementation of the Andhra Pradesh Scheduled Ar-

eas Land Transfer Act and the Forest Rights Act.” 

  

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/scs-sts-andhra-demand-inclusion-their-rights-election-manifestos 

Date Accessed: 03.04.2014 

(Ashwin Varghese) 
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 INDIA IN THE WORLD 
 

India and Sri Lanka: Playing the Long Game? 
(Ankit Panda, The Diplomat, March 31, 2014) 

 

India abstained from a U.S.-sponsored resolution on human rights in Sri Lanka at the United Nations in March 2014. 

India had supported similar resolutions in 2012 and 2013, but abstained after the new resolution appeared much 

tougher on Sri Lanka than prior versions, calling for an independent international investigation of alleged war 

crimes committed by Sri Lankan forces in their war against the Liberation Tamil Tigers of Eelam (LTTE). Despite 

India’s abstention, the resolution passed with 23 in favor, 12 against and 12 abstaining. 

 

Indian policy towards Sri Lanka is caught between the national interest and serving domestic interest groups. In 

2013, after much lobbying by Tamil politicians, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh chose not to travel to the 2013 

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) which was being held in Colombo. While External Af-

fairs Minister Salman Khurshid did end up attending the meeting, the incident highlighted the salience of narrow 

domestic political interests in India’s relations with important neighbouring states. 

 

However, that New Delhi abstained despite unanimous support of the resolution by the Tamil Nadu Legislative As-

sembly highlights New Delhi’s independence in foreign policy-making. It also sends a strong message to Colombo 

at a time when it was sorely needed after the CHOGM fiasco. Relations across the Palk Strait have been strained 

during Mahinde Rajapaksa’s tenure so far but bilateral talks are producing results. Provincial elections in Sri Lanka, 

particularly in the Tamil-dense northern areas of the island, were largely pushed for by Indian diplomats and are 

seen a positive development in the island nation’s post-conflict transition. 

 

Against the backdrop of expanding Chinese influence in Sri Lanka, New Delhi needs to play the long game with Sri 

Lanka and doing so will involve carefully moderating between meeting the needs of domestic interest groups but 

also steadily winning geopolitical overtures in Sri Lanka by slowly but surely pursuing diplomacy on its own terms 

with Rajapaksa’s government. 

 

http://thediplomat.com/2014/03/india-and-sri-lanka-playing-the-long-game/ 

Date Accessed: 04.04.2014 

(Gayatri Verma) 

 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
 

The G8 is G7 again 
(Neelam Deo, Gateway House,  March 28, 2014) 
 

By signing the Association Agreement with the European Union (which triggered the current Ukranian Crisis in the 

first place), suspending Russia from the G8, and threatening stricter sanctions, including financial sanctions, the 

NATO powers have announced their intent to isolate Russia for a long time. 

 
It has also legitimised a new practice in international relations: externally engineered regime change is fine, so long 

as the West does it, as in Iraq or Libya or even Kosovo and South Sudan. But anyone else forcibly changing national 

boundaries is not acceptable. 

 

The big winners are the arms industry located largely in NATO countries, primarily the U.S. They were anticipating 

the disappearance of around $150 billion in orders in 2014 but heightening tensions have changed all that. 

 

Another early casualty could be Russian gas supplies to Europe. This will negatively impact European consumers 

and economies, and the finances of supplier Russia as well as of Ukraine, through which the gas transits. Into this  
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vacuum, a waiting and preparing U.S. can easily step in as the major new global producer of (shale) gas. 

 

BRICS has protested, but unless we consolidate alternate international financial structures, even other big econo-

mies like India can eventually be the targets of sanctions. For example, Indian agriculture depends on large-scale 

imports of phosphates and nitrogen-based fertilisers from Arab countries, which can be disrupted by unilateral west-

ern sanctions, just as our oil imports from Iran have been disrupted. 

 

Despite our vulnerability, so far India has done nothing. It does not have a veto in the UN Security Council and is 

dependent on imports for more than 70% of the country’s energy supplies. We must therefore push harder for the 

creation and consolidation of alternatives to the present West-dominated international structures. BRICS perhaps is 

the only group that can collectively pose a credible challenge to a still mostly West-dominated world order. 

 

http://www.gatewayhouse.in/the-g8-is-g7-again/ 

Date Accessed: 04.04.2014 

(Gayatri Verma) 

 

UN urges countries to combat vector-borne diseases 
(UN News Centre, April 7, 2014) 

  

This article highlights the efforts of the UN to combat vector borne diseases on the occasion of ‘World Health Day’. 

The UN marked the day by announcing the slogan for 2014 as “small bite, big threat”. The UN urged the interna-

tional community to back a global health agenda that gives higher priority to controlling the spread of vector-borne 

diseases, a step towards ensuring that no one in the 21st century would die from the bite of a mosquito or a tick. 

 

“Every year, more than 1 million people die from diseases carried by mosquitoes, flies and other insects, such as 

triatomine bugs. These vector-borne diseases – which include malaria, dengue, yellow fever, Japanese encephalitis, 

Chagas disease and leishmaniasis – cause chronic illness and immense suffering for hundreds of millions more,” 

said Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in his message for the Day, which is observed every year on 7 April to mark 

the founding in 1948 of the UN World Health Organization (WHO). 

 

According to the WHO environmental changes, a massive increase in international travel and trade, changes in agri-

cultural practices and rapid unplanned urbanization are causing an increase in the number and spread of many vec-

tors worldwide and making new groups of people, notably tourists and business travellers, vulnerable. 

 

Simple Steps that can protect against these diseases: 

 get vaccinated 

 use insect repellent 

 sleep under an insecticide-treated bed net 

 wear light-colored, long-sleeved shirts and trousers 

  install window screens  

  get rid of stagnant water from places where mosquitoes breed 

 

“A global health agenda that gives higher priority to vector control could save many lives and avert much suffering. 

Simple, cost-effective interventions like insecticide-treated bed nets and indoor spraying have already saved mil-

lions of lives,” says Dr. Margaret Chan, WHO Director-General. 

 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp/story.asp?NewsID=47515&Cr=disease&Cr1=#.U0eFVfmSyVI 

Date Accessed: 9.4.2014 

(Divashri Mathur) 
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ASIA 
 

Developing nations in Asia should step up health, and educa-

tion spending 
(Erich Parpart, The Nation, April 7, 2014) 

  

The Asian Development Bank has prescribed that developing nations in Asia should go for bigger investments on 

health and education to close their income inequality gap. Developing Asia spends, on average, 2.9 per cent of GDP 

on education and only 2.4 per cent on healthcare, which is lower than what Latin American countries spend on edu-

cation and healthcare. Higher public spending can reduce income inequality through investment in healthcare and 

education, which can broaden access to these vital services for the poor and also provide them with an "equal play-

ing field". 

Policymakers in Asia should involve the target for lowering inequality in policies and budget-making to ensure that 

the benefits from economic growth are equally spread. The article highlights that many developing countries in Asia 

have concentrated on fiscal policy to support growth and not address inequality. Gini coefficient (an index that esti-

mates income inequality in nation, higher value implying for higher inequality) reveals that the impact of globalisa-

tion on income inequality in Asian nations has been unfavourable. According to the World Bank, Thailand's Gini 

coefficient decreased by 14.9 per cent from 1990 to 2010, but it is still higher than South Korea (31.3 in 2007), Ja-

pan (38.1 in 2005), Laos (36.7 in 2008) and Vietnam (35.57 in 2008). Malaysia at 46.2 in 2009 and Singapore at 

48.1 in 2008 scored worse ratings. 

 

Developing Asia spends on average 2.9 per cent of GDP on education, which is lower than 5.3 per cent in advanced 

economies and 5.5 per cent in Latin America. Developing Asia is spending only 2.4 per cent on healthcare, in stark 

contrast to 8.1 per cent in the advanced economies and 3.9 per cent in Latin America. For social protection, develop-

ing Asia is spending 6.1 per cent of GDP, while Latin America is spending double that at 12 per cent. During the 

2000s, tax revenue to GDP averaged 17.8 per cent in developing Asia, which is below 21.8 per cent in Latin Amer-

ica, 31.9 per cent in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development and 28.6 per cent worldwide. 

This shows that the region must improve its mobilisation of fiscal resources.  

 

Especially for Thailand’s inclusive development, Thai government should strengthen its fiscal resource base by 

broadening personal income tax base, enlarging corrective taxes, such as on pollution, and non-tax revenues while 

introducing a progressive tax on property, capital gains and inheritance. 

  

http://www.nationmultimedia.com/business/Spend-more-on-health-education-30230980.html 

Date Accessed: 10.04.2014 

(Mahima Malik) 

 

Triumph for the Afghan public 
(The Hindu, April 11, 2014) 
 

Afghanistan’s presidential election, held on April 5 with over 3.5 lakh security personnel on duty, marks the coun-

try’s first potential democratic transfer of power. The Independent Election Commission put the turnout at about 60 

per cent of a 12-million electorate. Three million more people voted than did in 2009, which shows public confi-

dence in the electoral process itself despite the deeply flawed previous election. 

 

This time, although the Electoral Complaints Commission has received over 1,200 allegations of malpractice, the 

poll was better run. Afghans of all ethnic groups turned out, and women made a strong showing; the figure was esti-

mated at 35 per cent of the turnout. One candidate, Daoud Sultanzoy, voted along with his wife, the first time an 

Afghan politician appeared in public with a spouse. 

 

Over 86 per cent of the 20,000 polling stations opened; most of those which stayed closed were in the southern and  
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south-eastern provinces, where the army said it could not provide security. According to defence ministry spokes-

man General Zahir Azimy, the Taliban made about 700 attacks in various areas, but none was serious enough to 

disrupt the election, which was also the first in recent times to take place without foreign help. 

 

The overall result is to be announced in a fortnight’s time, but uncertainties remain. The Taliban, who will lose most 

by the consolidation of democracy, have not succeeded in derailing the election, but their ranks number as many as 

30,000 and they may be waiting for other chances to wreck the political process. 

 

A second issue has to do with the candidates’ own attitudes; none of them is likely to obtain the 50 per cent plus one 

vote needed for outright victory, and of the eight who contested, only three stand a realistic chance of going into the 

May 28 runoff. Squabbling, or delays in the runoff, could let the Taliban to exploit the vacuum. The politicians owe 

it to the Afghan public who have shown courage and commitment to the ballot box, to ensure a prompt and smooth 

handover of power. 

 

A stable thriving democratic Afghanistan will always be in India and the region’s best interest. The strengthening of 

democratic processes is heartening. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/triumph-for-the-afghan-public/article5897048.ece?ref=sliderNews 

Date Accessed: 11.04.2014 

(Gayatri Verma) 

 

AMERICAS 
 

Ailing Puerto Rico open to radical economic fixes 
(The Washington Post, April 11, 2014) 

 

This article describes the range of measures being considered by the government of Puerto Rico as it tries to fix an 

ailing economy suffering from eight years of recession. The country needs to recover $70 billion in public debt and 

bring back economic growth. 

The ideas have come from legislators, entrepreneurs and even members of the public, who have submitted them via 

a government-sponsored website. But all the ideas require further government approval, either with a legislative 

vote, or an administrative nod from the governor, agency or department. More dramatic ideas, such as legalization 

of marijuana or prostitution, would require public hearings, legislative approval and the governor’s signature.  

 

“We are studying all alternatives and all possibilities,” said Sen. Maria Teresa Gonzalez, a member of the gover-

nor’s party who has come under fire for submitting a bill that would reduce the number of holidays for public em-

ployees from twenty to six. But Gonzalez said the excessive number of holidays costs the government about $500 

million a year. 

Many suggestions have come as Gov. Alejandro Garcia Padilla prepares to submit the first balanced budget in dec-

ades, having promised U.S. investors and credit agencies that he will eliminate an $820 million deficit. The budget 

must be approved before June 30. 

 

While many are concerned about what cuts will be made to balance the budget, economist Gustavo Velez said ex-

treme measures won’t be necessary if the government increases revenues and consolidates state agencies. Puerto 

Rico could generate $300 million more a year if it increases its capture rate on tax revenues from 56 to 75 percent, 

he said. 

 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/ailing-puerto-rico-open-to-radical-economic-fixes/2014/04/11/

b30804a2-c12e-11e3-9ee7-02c1e10a03f0_story.html 

Date Accessed: 11.4.2014 

(Divashri Mathur) 
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$45 Billion wasted in redundant federal programs: GAO 
(Brianna Ehley, The Fiscal Times, April 9, 2014) 

  

According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), the federal government has wasted around $45 billion 

on “redundant” and “overlapping” federal programs, which has happened precisely due to multiple government 

agencies broadly working for the same cause. The government has mandated the GAO to come out with audit re-

ports to identify loopholes in policies and suggest ways to cut back on wasteful spending. This year’s report says 

that redundant policies, where more than one federal office works for the same area of national need, is a major rea-

son for inefficient government delivery services. 

  

This year’s report cites the example of duplication and overlapping of health programs in the U.S. There are 10 dif-

ferent agencies within the Department of Health and Human Services that are providing similar services relating to 

AIDS outreach in minority communities. There are also 11 different agencies performing autism research without 

properly coordinating their efforts. Additionally, the report has identified a $4.2 billion loan program within the De-

partment of Energy for Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing that hasn’t been utilized since 2011. 

  

However, the government has been slow to respond to the GAO’s suggestions. Since the first report in 2011, the 

government has only fully addressed 20 percent of the 162 redundant wasteful areas. Meanwhile, about 60 percent 

have been partially addressed and 15 percent were left completely ignored. 

The auditors said, “Without increased or renewed leadership focus, agencies may miss opportunities to improve the 

efficiency and effectiveness of their programs and save taxpayers’ dollars.” In the report, auditors said that by ad-

dressing some of the inefficiencies since 2011, the government has realized about $10 billion in cost savings. 
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